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IT’S “DAY-CATION” SEASON AT SCIENCE MUSEUM OKLAHOMA
Escape the stress of work with a fun day with the family.

OKLAHOMA CITY- It’s never too late in the summer to take a “day-cation” so come by the museum to let 
loose and have fun in over 300 interactive exhibits and thousands of authentic artifacts.

“The best part about visiting the museum is that you don’t have to go far in order to get an out of this world 
experience,” Chris Wilkerson, Science Programs Coordinator at Science Museum Oklahoma, said.

Come try out Destination Space, where you can fly to Mercury on our Apollo Command Module Mission 
Simulator that real astronauts use! Or you can take a trip down our two-story slide at Gaget Trees, the nation’s 
tallest spiral slide. 

“With exhibits like ‘Eureka’ where you can lay on a bed of nails, or our I-Max theater where you can climb 
Mount Everest, Science Museum Oklahoma has plenty of opportunities to work your mind and stretch your 
creativity,” Wilkerson said. “Coming here is a great way to blow off some steam with your family.”
     
For more information about this and other exhibits at Science Museum Oklahoma, guests can call 405-602-
6664, or visit www.sciencemuseumok.org for more information. 

About Science Museum Oklahoma
Science Museum Oklahoma reveals the wonder and relevance of science in our everyday lives. Get up to your 
elbows in science with acres of hands-on experiences, thousands of space, aviation and cultural artifacts and 
new exhibits always on the horizon. Blast off beyond the Milky Way in the Planetarium Theater and feel the 
heat from live explosions in Science Live. And you’ll love traveling to new worlds while watching IMAX movies 
in the dome theater. Let your inner-child run wild!
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